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Letter from the Editor...

Dear reader,
Welcome to the first edition of the Skidmo’ Daily this semester. Fans of Skidmo’ may get on
us and say, “Hey, usually you guys have put out more editions by now; why are you slacking?”
And to that, I might answer, “Hey, do you want to do this job?”
Good thing I’m not defensive.
So, instead I’ll answer: Yes, you are right. Usually we have more Skidmo’s out by now, but
we’re trying something new this semester. Apart from being labeled as millenials, millenials
like you love the interwebs, and, like spiders, we’re trying to build up our web presence. So,
yo, check us out at our website, hit us up on Twitter, follow us on Facebook, say congrats
to us on LinkedIn, swipe right on us on Tinder and talk to us about our tits, add us on
Snapchat so we can flip through your story without looking at it and then you can feel
validated for how many people “watched” your story, and look for us on Instagram to give
you that same kind of validation but in the form of double taps on your pictures!
Life in the 21st century is so fulfilling.
Anyways, we hope you enjoyed one of Skidmo’s first ever public events: The Cannabis
(Cutout) Cookie Giveaway Edition. We understand it was kind of dumb, but hey, almost no
transcendent genius is ever appreciated during their time.
I sincerely hope you enjoy this first edition of the Skidmo and say things like ha-ha and lol
and hey check this one out and what a goof and look at that gaff and wow!
Best as always,
Doug Patrick
Editor-in-Chief
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“Woah, Check it Out; They’re Serving Wine
Here,” Marvels Freshman at Campus Event

The Corporate Buzzwords the CDC Won’t
Tell You

SURRY INN—Having just filed in with his friends, nervously scanning the room for professors he might actually have
to make pleasantries with, first-year Damon Reece landed
his gaze on the refreshment area at this Tuesday evening’s
anthropology department event, where he spotted—to his
great surprise—glasses of wine being served.
Damon then turned to one of his friends and noted “Woah,
check it out; they’re serving wine here,” he said, somewhat
stunned.
Damon’s gaggle of cohorts were reported to then each
turned to one another and stared wide-eyed, speechless.
It wasn’t long before Damon’s friend, Matthew Fleischmann
(also a first-year) added, “That’s pretty unreal. Wine at one
of these events? With professors around? And us, underage
and all?”
Damon then reportedly commiserated with Matthew about
how you’d never see something like this at a high school
function.
“I guess they do things differently in college,” added Matthew.
After further examination, Damon and company were
said to have learned that beer was also being served. Said
Damon on the experience: “And I thought wine was a big
deal…they’ve got bottles of Sam Adams like it’s no big deal.
Really crazy stuff.”

As helpful as they might be, the CDC is not the end-all,
be-all of career information. I mean, when’s the last time
any of them had a stable job? As a holder of three separate
part-time jobs, I think I’ve got the true “lowdown” on the
current corporate slang. Here’s a handy list of buzzwords to
use and impress your next potential employer.

by Maddy Santos

Student Trades iPhone in for Flip Phone, is
Different
by Doug Patrick

Wanting to go back to the simpler days of the early 2000s,
Karen Wendell (’19) decided to exchange her once cherished
iPhone for an old LG flip phone.
Through her smart phone, she said life seemed more and
more like a popularity contest, citing the constant messaging and checking of social media. “And it all just felt
like such a display—everyone always posting pictures and
talking about themselves.” She shrugged. “Made me feel
weird, I guess.”
Since the change, Karen has felt like a whole new woman
and a relentless need to remind people about her choice.
“People will be like, ‘did you see that thing on Facebook?’
and then I’ll be like, ‘uh, no,’ and then I’ll pull out this bad
boy.” She then demonstrated, retrieving the small black
phone from her pocket and putting it on the table. Flipping it open and closed repeatedly, she said, “You wouldn’t
believe the look on people’s faces. They’re all always so
impressed.”
When asked if she’d advocate for others to switch back to
their devices from 8th grade, she said, “Definitely.” Adding,
“But I’d warn people beforehand. It’s tough to do, going
back to a life where living is more important than staring
at a screen. I mean, it was easy for me, but I think I’m just
different from most people.”
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by Quint Turner

Bespoke: Be the spoke of a bicycle; it’s essentially a new way
to say “act like a cog in the machine”, but updated with the
modern invention of the bike in mind.
Data: an art form that expresses the meaninglessness in everything; commonly, someone will say “big data” to identify
themselves as big fans of data.
Mindshare: mind sharing that food, information, whatever;
classic contraction of two overused words, like “don’t” or
“can’t.”
Paid social: paying somebody in words; whenever your boss
can’t scrounge up the funds to pay you, they’ll commonly
say they’re “paying social” and will then lecture you for an
hour about how to get money in other ways; I’ve had this
happen a lot to me.
Fleet Dynamism: move your fleet (aka car) out of the way;
you know how in high school the principal would say on
the announcements that someone needs to move their
1970s Camry? That’s this, but it’s coming from someone
who pays you, so actually follow it.
Impact: I’m making a pact; common way to say you got a
contract done with someone.
Paradigm: a pair of dimes; when something is cheap, someone will describe the price as a paradigm.
Skrrtred: synergistic trend; an adjective for when times are
going well.
Qprnvis: biannual jumble; a common practice every couple
of years where everyone is fired and then rehired.
NBorvklsq395rj2djvn: thehigvn; sjidnvkd 1jeijfnv dkdkk.z.
Hopefully you’re already so in-touch with business culture
(or bizcult as the cool kids say) that none of these words
came as a surprise, but it’s never too late to learn. Happy
job hunting!

Research Suggests That Those Who Can’t Spot the Difference in These Two Images Might
Have a Brain Tumor
By Lizette Roman-Johnston

Could you have a brain tumor and not even know it? Believe it or not, this test can help you find out. A recent study has
demonstrated a phenomenon in which failing to recognize differences in two stimuli significantly correlates with the
prevalence of brain tumors.
The creator of the study—Skidmore alum Frederick Stanley, M.D.— tells Skidmo’, “I got the idea for the study when I
came across a Buzzfeed quiz that asked you to find the difference in two images. I spotted the difference right away, and
I wanted to see if my friends and family could do the same. I generated images of a Skidmore College seal, and asked
them if they could see it. Most of them found the difference, but my uncle couldn’t no matter how hard he tried. A week
later, at his yearly checkup, the doctor discovered a brain tumor. He is dead now.”
We at Skidmo’ have deemed this evidence sufficient and felt compelled to bring it to your attention by posting the challenge. So how did you do?

Rick and Morty Fan Literally Has the Highest Sophomore Proves They’re Not Racist By
Getting Warby Parker Glasses
IQ in the World
By Carolyn Smith

By Carolyn Smith

“Hey guys!” yells Adam Jones, the class clown of
Richmond High School, to his classmates in homeroom.
Adam takes a deep breath before inflicting his intellectual
capacity on the students around him. “Wubalubadubdub!”
His classmates gasp in awe before laughing in a harmony.
Adam clears his throat before his next proclamation, “I’m
Pickle Rick!” The laughter turns into tears. The boy’s superior nihilistic sense of humor becomes too much for his
peers to comprehend. The class begins to grow weak as the
philosophical and existentialist jokes are too much strain
on their minds and bodies. Adam calls for silence before
making his last testament. Covered in blood, sweat, and
tears, the people look to the prodigy asking for mercy on
their less-intelligent minds. “Who wants some
Szechuan Sauce?” The Day of Judgment has come. Those
surrounding Adam collapse unanimously, leaving him to be
the last one standing. Adam’s comical genius was too much
for the world to handle, leaving him alone with himself.

Eleanor Jefferson wanted to show the world that despite
being a white legacy student supported by her parents’
trust fund, she faced oppression of her own. Tired of being
known as the “rich white girl from Charlottesville,” Eleanor
took drastic measures to prove
that she is, in fact, woke. The sophomore was sad to discover that watching Jordan Peele’s “Get Out” and citing it
5-10 times in each of her “Race and Power” classes wasn’t
enough to prove her position against oppression. After
much consideration, Eleanor
made the decision to order a pair of non-prescription
Warby Parker “Durand” glasses on her Dad’s credit card.
Her new pseudo-intellectual look serves as an excellent anti-prejudice disguise. She now sounds much more sophisticated when quoting Ta Nehisi Coates
and Spike Lee in front of her peers. Eleanor has successfully undermined her family’s wealth built on the backs of
slaves.
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First-Year Intimidated by DIY Grill, Says
Cooking isn’t the Issue
By Doug Patrick

For many students, the DIY station in dining hall is a
welcomed change of pace from scooping ready-made eggs
onto their plates to cooking the eggs themselves. For others,
however, the grill is a station that promises discomfort.
One such student is Bryan Benucci (’21), who, after watching
his friends use it, claimed he just “didn’t get the point.”
He added, “What, so I’m supposed to cook food while everyone watches? No thank you.”
When asked if he knew how to cook, Bryan quickly became
defensive, saying, “Oh my god, of course I know how to
cook—I’m 18, I’m an adult.”
Bryan’s friends were asked to comment. One said, “I don’t
know, I’ve never seen him cook.” Another said, “I asked if
he wanted to use the grill with me once, but he got all angry
and told me to shut the fuck up. I don’t ask anymore.”
Bringing these quotes to Bryan’s attention, he said, “Look,
cooking isn’t the issue, okay? Sorry if I just don’t like being
on display. I’m not some animal in a zoo.”
The Skidmo’ Daily informed him that people really don’t
pay the DIY station all much attention. And, even if they do
happen to look over, students rarely judge those choosing
to cook for themselves.
Rather than explain himself further, Bryan stormed off.

Feminist Resisted Organized Groups of
Men Her Entire Life Until She Saw The
Bandersnatchers Live
By Hannah Kotler

Freshman Karen Sanderson, staunch feminist, has
been against organized groups of men since the day
she sold her soul to Betty Friedan and made The Feminine Mystique her bible. But that all changed once she
saw the Bandersnatchers live. The Bandersnatchers,
an all-male a cappella group on campus, were able to
steal Sanderson’s heart one Amy Winehouse rendition at a time. She states, “Normally I’d be against any
coalition of men getting together on a stage to start
speaking at me. But this…this was beautiful.” In her
heart, Sanderson knows the Bandersnatcher’s matching suits and ties represent patriarchal power, the guise
of male leaders ripe to steal her CEO position, but all
is forgiven once she hears them lightly caress the notes
to ‘Runaround Sue.’” Sanderson has come to realize
that the Bandersnatchers may have even changed her
feminist perspective. She finds the way they harmonize together to be inspiring, an act of solidarity as they
lift each other up, male privilege and obvious pedestal
aside. Sanderson notes: “The unconditional support
the baritone section has for the tenors is something we
could all learn from. I don’t know, maybe the Bandernsatchers are really what feminism is all about.”

Freshman Philosophy Major Considering Making Pea Coat his Signature Look
By Connor Batsimm

“I need a new style,” muttered freshman Simon Whittaker, a prospective philosophy major. “This Northface/Sperry’s
combo sure was cool back in high school, but nobody at Skidmore dresses like this anymore.”
Whittaker sat manspreading on the bench next to Tisch, watching students pass by on their way to class. “Look at that
guy,” he said, pointing at a sophomore wearing a jean jacket and floral print pants. “I want a look that makes a statement
like that. But y’know, something completely unique to me.”
An epiphany hit him later that night, as he was watching his favorite World War II History Channel documentary. “I
think I’d look really good in a pea coat,” whispered Whittaker, eyes glazed over in awe, as he stared at a line of pea-coat
clad navy officers marching through the French countryside. “It’s a classic style, masculine but intellectual, sensitive but
pretentious as hell. I think it could really be my signature look.”
He spent the rest of the night in a trance like state, looking through his closet to see which of his shirts could pair well
with a pea coat, and concluded that all of them could, since a pea coat is totally neutral, and also all of his shirts are gray,
black, brown, and dark blue button-downs. Ecstatic about his new fashion prospects, Whittaker spun around and pointed finger guns at his full-length mirror, while flashing a soulful Cary Grant smile.
“Look out Skidmore,” he said, doing his best film noir voice. “This freshman is about to bring back the pea coat.”
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Skidmo’ Horoscopes #1

By Palmtree Moonberry feat. Moonshine Thunderbolt
Welcome back to another year of the Skidmo’ Horoscopes! Skidmore’s only 100% accurate predictions. It is important
to remember that these are not your average horoscopes. Foreknowledge can be a dangerous thing. Read on at your own
peril. Enjoy!
Aquarius:
You will be killed by a 65-year-old woman in a red dress not fitting for someone her age. She will kill you with a purse
filled with rocks. Her name Doris. It’s not her fault, she’s normally a nice person. Just let it happen, it’s for the best.
Pisces:
Look out for anyone who is an Aries! They’re constellation is extremely unpredictable and volatile this week. They are
not to be trusted. Your constellation is at war with theirs, and there can only be one winner. Here’s a tip: carry at least 3
cloves of garlic on you. It’s a known fact that Aries are terrified of garlic because it makes their breath smell weird.
Aries:
Hey buddy, how are you doing? Good? Yeah, you’re fine. Just take a deep breath and try not to go outside. Not that I’m
telling you what to do. I’d never tell you what to do; we’re tight, pals, in fact. You’d never hurt a pal, would you? Nah, you
never would. It’s all good, just don’t get too close to me.
Taurus:
This is your week, Doris! Put on that dress that Miles gave you all those years ago and hit the town! Be young again!
Regain your youth! Remember all those drugs you did in college? Yeah you do. Try some out again. Meth, PCP, bath salts,
whatever you want! Here’s a tip to get back into that dancing shape you were known for: put some rocks in your purse
to work those calves!
Gemini:
You big old goof! Look at you, you crazy motherfucker. Your such a riot, such a savage piece of shit. Oh man! You are
funny! HAHAHAHA! I’m cracking up just thinking about a wild shit you’ll get into this week. LOL! Tragedy is coming
your way. Call your mom while you can.
Cancer:
You have crabs.
Leo:
You can do no wrong! Your stars are bright and stuff like that. So that’s good. Um, just do whatever you want. Steal a car,
kill a man. It’ll make you feel alive. The world is your oyster, but oysters are gross and so is the world.

No Russian Interference In SGA Election, Unfortunately
By Max LoSardo

1ST FLOOR, CASE CENTER -- After a grueling six day investigation, SGA President Connor Berkowitz has confirmed
there was no Russian meddling in the 2017 SGA elections. Rumors of potential mischief began after many students
reported to have been unable to sign in to SkidSync, prompting the SGA to launch a full scale investigation.
With Getting Out The Vote serving as a cornerstone issue throughout the campaign, SGA passed measures to make
it easier for students to vote, such as automatic SkidSync registration and no longer needing a SkidID to enter a voting booth. Much to the dismay of SGA, the voter turnout was indeed only 381 students, with no Ne’er Do Well-ing to
blame. “While we are indeed disappointed with the voter turnout, we are happy that the integrity of our voting process
is still in tact!” SGA wrote in a statement. “Well, in the future, we will look for all possible ways to increase participation
in the elections. All. Possible. Ways. Is anyone listening to us? Please! Hel-,” the memo continued, before the rest of
the text was redacted.
Skidmo’ Daily tried to reach out to SGA for comment, but we were unable to log into SkidSync.
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SCEMS Officer Destroys All CPR Dummies,
Says She Is Done With Fake People

The G-Spot Opens Up; Glotzbach’s New
Bar & Grill to Replace Falstaff’s

On Thursday evening, Rachel Cook was studying for a biology exam on the second floor of Case. She found herself
zoning out when she noticed the faint buzzing of machinery
coming from down the hall. Cook told Skidmo’, “I figured
it might be the maintenance crew, but it seemed weird that
they would be in Case at 10 in the evening.” The sophomore
proceeded to investigate, packing up her books and following the racket.
Her ears led her down the narrow hallway beyond the
ATM—a hallway she had no idea existed. “I reached the
SCEMS office, which was weird ‘cause I always thought it
was in the Joto basement,” Cook reported. Though the door
was closed, Cook could now make out the sound of a chainsaw and laborious grunting from a female voice.
“I think I heard the girl say ‘I’m so done with fake people,’
so I was terrified she was in there murdering somebody!”
This was the thought process going through Rachel Cook’s
head before she swung open the door to confront the potential murderer.
Upon opening the door of the SCEMS office, Cook was
faced with a massacre. She told Skidmo’, “The floor was
covered in mutilated CPR dummies!”
Cook reportedly raised her hands in the air upon entry, and
the girl turned off the chainsaw, letting it hang at her side.
“I asked her why on earth she would do such a thing,” the
sophomore said, still visibly shocked by the event. “She said
that she was inspired by a tweet. I think it said something
like, there comes a point when it’s time to cut out all the
fake people in your life.”
We asked Cook if she was scarred from witnessing a massacre She said she found it weirdly empowering.

Finally ending years of debate, Falstaff’s will be repurposed as a bar for students 21 and up. However, many
are disappointed with the branding of the new establishment, as President Glotzbach has rebrand the new
pub as The Philly G Spot.
While students are excited to be able to drink on campus in a safe environment, many are hesitant due to the
seemingly sexual nature of the bar. “I mean, that’d be
awesome to have a spot to drink on campus. I’m just a
little concerned President Glotzbach doesn’t really get
what the implications of the new name,” an anonymous
senior stated.
The Philly G Spot also includes a “Gentlemen’s Club,”
where male Skidmore students can relax and enjoy “The
Action,” a President Glotzbach coined term.
When reaching out for comment, there was nearly
unanimous discomfort with the rebranding, with students describing the change as “Horrifying,” “Unbelievable,” and “unsettling.”
However, President Glotzbach adamantly defended the
bar, expressing confusion regarding the sexual undertones of the establishment. “What do you mean ‘offputting?’ Falstaff’s is so hard to find, so when students find
it, they deserve to be rewarded!”

By Lizette Roman-Johnston

by Max LoSardo

Protestors Outside Dippin’ Dots
Headquarters, Sick of the Lies
By Doug Patrick
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Protesters recently formed outside of the Dippin Dots
Headquarters in Paducah, Kentucky. Wearing ski-masks
and wielding oversized spoons, the group chanted, over and
over, “the future is now, the future is now, the future is now.”
The heart of their grievances? Simple. They feel they’ve
been lied to. Perhaps no image describes this sentiment
better than the jet-black word “Bullshit” spray painted over
top of the company’s tagline: Ice Cream of the Future.
“I’d been eating Dippin Dots ever since I was a kid, loved
‘em,” one protester, Raymond Bukowski, said. “I remember
getting them once with my dad, thinking, you know, I’m
going to be doing this with my kid someday. Me, a father,
buying my kids Dippin Dots—only by then I imagined
they’d just be called ice cream.”
Many from the angry group shared similar experiences.
They believed Dippin Dots would progress with them
throughout their young lives. They took the company’s tag-

line as a promise they could count on.
“The future of ice cream?” Bukowski asked. “Psh. It’s no
promise. Not to me anymore at least.” He spat onto the
company’s window. “Nothing more than a cheap pick-up
line to get me spooning them.”
Although the group was an angsty and despondent
bunch, the whole display maintained a level of hope.
The ski-masks the protesters wore were an assortment
of white, yellow, and pink. The same colors found in
Dippin Dots’ Banana Split flavor.
“From their big corporate offices in the sky, those suits
are gonna be forced to look down on us,” one piece of
banana said. “They’re going to see what they’ve created,
and see it asking more of them.”
Another said, “We’re not just a tasty treat for the child to
young-adult demographic. We’re a social movement.”
Binding arms with her fellow protesters, a piece of vanilla asserted, “We are ice cream, and we are here now.”

Trump’s Take on the Recent Storms
By Grace Seeley
In one of his first tête-à-têtes with a reporter since his controversial decision to pull the United States out of the Paris
Climate Accord, the American President sat down with BBC correspondent Winona Somersby to discuss the recent
storms that have been ravaging the American south. Storms like Hurricane Harvey and Hurricane Irma have sent the
region rocketing into chaos; nothing has been rejected by the south with such fervor since the supposition that butter
may be harmful to your health. The following is a transcript of Somersby’s conversation with President Trump.
Winona Somersby: Welcome, Mr. Trump. Thank you for taking the time out of your busy schedule to stop by and have a
chat with us.
Donald Trump: Of course, Winona. I’ve always got time for a lovely lady like yourself. But, you know, I was supposed
to be golfing at Mar-A-Lago, but another natural disaster struck it. I guess the sinkhole that opened in front of it a few
months ago wasn’t enough.
WS: Do you think it’s a sign?
DT: I can’t imagine what it would be a sign of, Winona. Did I mention how fabulous you look?
WS: Thank you Mr. President, yes you did. I’d like to speak to you today about Harvey and IrmaDT: Harvey and Irma are tremendous, just tremendous. You know, I’ve got a great team, and Harvey and Irma have been
part of it for a long long time, they’re doing tremendous work, just terrific.
WS: …Sir, I meant the hurricanes. Harvey and Irma are storms, not your aides.
DT: Yes, Harvey and Irma. Wonderful people. I just had hurricanes with them on the patio at Mar-A-Lago a couple of
weeks ago. We sat back and watched reruns of The Apprentice while we sipped our drinks—of course, I don’t drink, so I
just sipped this lovely Trump brand bottle of water.
WS: Many are calling Irma the worst storm since Katrina. Do you agree with that?
DT: Well, I know Katrina. I golf with her father. She’s a lovely girl, just lovely. She looks a little bit like you. You’re looking fantastic today. You know, I thought you were her when I walked in and saw you from behind.
WS: …Thank you again, Mr. President…and I’ll have to take your word for that. President Bush infamously didn’t handle the relief effort after hurricane Katrina very well. What will you do differently to ensure that the areas effected by
Harvey and Irma can get back on their feet as soon as possible?
DT: That’s fake news. I’m good friends with Billy, he’s a tremendous guy, he did a fantastic job, fantastic! Ask anyone.
But he’s a bit of a moron. Doesn’t make the best deals, and he’s not so great with the ladies. I make great deals, just fantastic. But Harvey and Irma…look, they’re friends of mine, I know these people. I know the best people. I can promise
you that. They put together a really fabulous chart after the election that showed all of the states I won- just fantastic.
WS: …I meant President George Bush—never mind. That still doesn’t sound like a plan to me though, Sir.
DT: No one has done as much as I have, just had tremendous success. I’ve done more than anyone else has. But don’t
worry. I’ve got Jared Kushner on it. He’s tremendous.
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Phish Finishes 15 Year Concert
By Joe Newman-Getzler
SARATOGA PERFORMING ARTS CENTER - Famed jam band Phish have finally finished their sold-out concert at
the Saratoga Performing Arts Center, one which they had begun in mid-2002. The band reportedly attempted to end the
concert on numerous occasions, but got “lost in the jam” every time they tried.
“I wasn’t sure whether or not to believe them when they said, ‘This is the last one,’” said superfan Nick Sullivan, 52.
“After saying the same thing twenty-five times, you kind of have a hard time believing them.”
“Phish has always been there for me, man,” remarked Amelia Marchand, 34, a mother of two. “My husband and I conceived, gave birth to, and raised Jessica and Lily between verses of ‘Chalk Dust Torture.’
“Those verses were two years apart,” Marchand added.
For some fans, it provided a level of consistency in their lives. “Oh, man, they finished it? Damn,” exclaimed surprised
neurobiologist Max Clark, 30, over the phone. “They were still going through all of my college career. On weekends, I’d
stop by SPAC to see how far into ‘Tweezer’ they were. Never got past the first chorus until my graduation weekend. They
didn’t end that song until I got my degree four years later.”
The next scheduled show at SPAC, the touring production of the hit musical Hairspray, will finally perform the dates
they scheduled fifteen years prior. When reached for comment, touring manager Emma Shudrofsky was seen in the
fetal position, mumbling, “Sixty...sixty verses...sixty verses of ‘You Enjoy Myself’...how long?...how loooong?”
Phish will now resume their nationwide tour, making a stop at The Hollywood Bowl on October 18th. Concertgoers have
been advised to go to the bathroom now, not later.

Local Hot Girl Says Secret to Being Hot is to Just Drink More Water
By Hannah Kotler
Local hot girl, Tiffany Peterson, was overheard giving local average girl, Rebecca Henderson, tips on being hot today.
Peterson, a regular genetic masterpiece, uttered her best advice, saying, “Oh, it’s super easy! Just drink a lot of water!”
Peterson swears by this trick, crediting it for her perfect glowing complexion, despite having never had to wash her face
since hitting puberty. In fact, no oils have ever even been secreted from her face. We’re not even sure she has pores!
Not to mention, she fit all the criteria for typical beauty standards just by simply being born, including that sweet spot
of hotness in which her enjoyment of fatty foods becomes “totally relatable!” and “envy inducing!” to the gym-going, diet-doing commoners. After hearing this advice, Henderson was seen later that day drinking 3 gallons of water at dinner.
Her averageness rose from her body promptly, inducting her into the hot girls’ club forever.
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